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We realize and study a strongly interacting two-component atomic Fermi gas confined to two
dimensions in an optical lattice. Using radio-frequency spectroscopy we measure the interaction
energy of the strongly interacting gas. We observe the confinement-induced Feshbach resonance
on the attractive side of the 3D Feshbach resonance and find the existence of confinement-induced
molecules in very good agreement with theoretical predictions.
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Two-dimensional Fermi gases play a pivotal role in
quantum many-body physics. The restriction of parti-
cle motion to a plane profoundly increases the role of
fluctuations and leads to qualitatively new effects in the
interparticle interaction [1–7]. In the solid state con-
text, strongly interacting two-dimensional Fermi gases
are found in the cuprates, the two-dimensional electron
gas in nanostructures, and in thin 3He films. With the
advent of ultracold atomic Fermi gases [8] and the abil-
ity to confine them to two-dimensional configurations [9–
13], research has revived because tunable and ultraclean
samples have become available. The direct experimental
access to microscopic parameters, such as the particle
interaction, promotes ultracold two-dimensional Fermi
gases as quantum simulators of fundamental many-body
effects.
A quantum system is kinematically two-dimensional if
the chemical potential and the thermal energy are smaller
than the energy gap ~ω to the first excited state in the
strongly confined direction. For harmonic confinement,
the motion of particles is restricted to the quantum me-
chanical ground state with an extension l0 =
√
~/mω,
in which m is the mass of the particles. This new length
scale l0 competes with the three-dimensional s-wave scat-
tering length a. As a result, two-dimensional gases dis-
play features not encountered in their three-dimensional
counterparts. Beyond the absence of a true condensate at
finite temperature there is also no scale invariant regime
similar to the unitary gas at infinite scattering length.
This has to do with the peculiar features of two-body
scattering. Specifically, the amplitude of the outgoing
cylindrical wave for low energy scattering with relative
momentum q in two dimensions is of the form [3, 4, 7]
f(q) =
4pi
ln(1/q2a22D) + ipi
, (1)
which defines the 2D scattering length a2D. The logarith-
mic dependence on momentum shows that f(q) is never
independent of energy and indicates that the dimension-
less interaction strength 1/ ln(kFa2D) depends logarith-
mically on the Fermi wave vector [14, 15]. In particular,
the weak coupling limit of a Fermi gas, whose interac-
tions can be described in a mean-field picture, is reached
at high densities.
Two-dimensional confinement also stabilizes a bound
dimer state, the presence of which is both a necessary
and also a sufficient criterion for the existence of an s-
wave pairing instability in 2D [1]. For weak attractive
interactions, with a negative scattering length and |a| <
l0, the dimer binding energy is predicted to be [7]
EB = 0.905 (~ω/pi) exp
(
−
√
2pil0/|a|
)
. (2)
The associated size of the dimer is related to the two-
dimensional scattering length a2D = ~/
√
mEB, which
is always positive. A weakly bound dimer state with
EB ≪ ~ω therefore corresponds to a system in the mean
field regime kF a2D ≫ 1, quite in contrast to the situ-
ation in three dimensions, where kF a ≫ 1 is the uni-
tary regime of strongest interactions. Near the Fesh-
bach resonance, where a → −∞, Equation (2) for the
bound state energy no longer applies and is replaced by
EB(a = ∞) = 0.244~ω [7]. The binding energy is thus
a universal constant in units of the transverse confine-
ment energy, similar to the case where the atoms are
confined in one dimensional tubes [16, 17]. This pre-
diction will be verified experimentally below. On the
side a > 0 of the Feshbach resonance, where a two-body
bound state already exists in three dimensions, the bind-
ing energy eventually approaches the standard 3D result
EB = ~
2/ma2 because binding is unaffected by the ex-
istence of a confinement potential once the size of the
dimers becomes smaller than the characteristic length l0.
In the many-body system, this is the BEC limit, where
kFa2D ≪ 1. The crossover between both limits occurs at
intermediate coupling kFa2D ≃ 1, where the two-body
scattering amplitude (1) is purely imaginary.
In this Letter, we report on the realization of a
strongly interacting two-dimensional spin-1/2 Fermi gas
and radio-frequency (rf) spectroscopy to determine its
energy spectrum. We measure the interaction energy of
the two-dimensional gas and observe the confinement-
induced scattering resonance. Furthermore, we de-
tect the confinement-induced bound states in an attrac-
tively interacting Fermi gas. Previously, only in one-
2dimensional quantum gases such bound states and res-
onances have been observed by spectroscopy of Fermi
gases [17] and loss measurements in bosonic gases [18],
respectively. In two dimensions, experiments have re-
mained inconclusive because atom loss data have hinted
at a confinement-induced resonance on the repulsive side
of a three-dimensional Feshbach resonance [18], contrary
to theoretical predictions [1–6].
We prepare a quantum degenerate Fermi gas of 40K
atoms in a single species apparatus. Starting from a va-
por cell magneto-optical trap containing 5 × 108 atoms,
we trap a mixture of the |mF = 9/2〉 and |mF = 7/2〉
magnetic sublevels of the |F = 9/2〉 hyperfine ground
state in a magnetic quadrupole trap. Atoms in this trap
are transported mechanically into an ultrahigh-vacuum
chamber, where they are transferred into a magnetic
Ioffe-Pritchard trap. After radiofrequency-induced evap-
orative cooling to a temperature of ∼ 10µK we load the
atoms into an optical dipole trap formed by two crossed
laser beams of 1064nm wavelength. The horizontal laser
beam propagates along the x-direction and is focussed to
an elliptical waist of wz = 17µm and wy = 65µm along
the vertical and the horizontal directions, respectively.
The second laser beam propagates at an angle of 45◦
with respect to gravity in the yz-plane and has a waist of
170µm in the horizontal x-direction and 72µm along the
orthogonal axis. In the optical dipole trap we transfer the
atoms into a 50/50mixture of the |mF = −9/2〉 ≡ |−9/2〉
and |mF = −7/2〉 ≡ | − 7/2〉 states using radiofrequency
sweeps and pulses. By continuously lowering the depth
of the optical trap we perform evaporative cooling of
the atoms until we reach T/TF,3D ≈ 0.2 with approxi-
mately 50000 atoms per spin state where TF,3D denotes
the Fermi temperature in three dimensions.
In order to study the Fermi gas in a two-dimensional
potential well we employ an optical lattice. The op-
tical lattice beam is formed by a retro-reflected laser
beam of wavelength λ = 1064nm, focussed to a waist
of 140µm and propagating horizontally along the y-axis.
We increase the laser power over a period of 200ms to
reach a final potential depth of up to Vlat = 83Erec
which is calibrated by intensity modulation spectroscopy.
Erec = h
2/(2mλ2) is the recoil energy. The trapping
frequency along the strongly confined direction is ω =
2
√
VlatErec/~ which for Vlat = 83Erec is ω = 2pi×80 kHz.
Using adiabatic mapping of the quasi-momentum states
[19, 20], we verify that the atoms are loaded into the low-
est band of the optical lattice. After loading the optical
lattice, we adiabatically reduce the power of the optical
dipole trap such that the atoms are confined only by the
Gaussian intensity envelope of the lattice laser beams.
The radial trapping frequency of the two-dimensional
gases is ω⊥ = 2pi × 139Hz for Vlat = 83Erec and we
confine approximately 2×103 atoms per two-dimensional
gas at the center of the trap. Along the axial direction
we populate approximately 30 layers of the optical lattice
potential.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Radiofrequency spectrum showing the
characteristic two-peak structure of the atomic peak (right),
shifted by the interaction energy, and the molecular peak
(left). The solid line shows a double Lorentzian fit to ex-
tract the peak positions. The spectrum is recorded at 225G
in an optical lattice of 83Erec depth.
We measure the energy spectrum of a strongly in-
teracting spin-1/2 Fermi gas using radiofrequency spec-
troscopy. Variations of this technique have proven highly
successful in the investigation of three-dimensional [21–
28] and one-dimensional [17] Fermi gases. We ramp
the magnetic field close to the Feshbach resonance of
the | − 9/2〉 and |mF = −5/2〉 ≡ | − 5/2〉 mixture
at 224.2Gauss. Using a short (100 µs), rectangular-
shaped rf pulse we transfer the atoms from the | − 7/2〉
to the | − 5/2〉 state, which is strongly interacting with
the | − 9/2〉 atoms. There is no interaction energy
shift between the | − 7/2〉 and | − 5/2〉 states [23, 29].
The magnetic field is calibrated by spin-rotation on a
| − 9/2〉/| − 7/2〉 mixture which also does not experience
an interaction shift. Directly after applying the rf pulse,
we switch off the optical lattice and apply an inhomoge-
neous magnetic field to separate the spin components in a
Stern-Gerlach experiment. The spatially separated spins
are detected by absorption imaging after 7.4ms of ballis-
tic expansion. Figure 1 shows an rf spectrum of a two-
dimensional Fermi gas. It displays a double-peak feature,
representing a peak near the atomic Zeeman transition
and a peak corresponding to the rf-induced association
of molecules.
The interactions of the spin components near the
confinement-induced resonance shift the frequency of the
atomic rf spin-flip transition from the Zeeman energy. In
the weak coupling regime, the interaction energy shift is
determined by the coupling constant g(q) = −~2
m
2pi
ln(qa2D)
[14]. In Fig. 2 we show the measured interaction en-
ergy of a two-dimensional Fermi gas confined to an opti-
cal lattice of 83Erec depth. One identifies a shift of the
zero-crossing compared to a three-dimensional Fermi gas
(see inset). The solid line shows the theoretical predic-
tion in the weak-coupling regime [14], which for a single
two-dimensional layer is Eint/N5 = EF /[6 ln(q˜a2D)]. N5
3FIG. 2. (Color online) Measurement of the interaction en-
ergy shift of a two-dimensional Fermi gas in an optical lat-
tice of 83Erec. The data points show the measured fre-
quency shift as compared to the atomic Zeeman energy. The
solid line shows the expected energy shift in the weak cou-
pling regime, the dashed line shows its continuation into
the strongly interacting regime. The vertical line indicates
the position of the three-dimensional Feshbach resonance at
224.20 ± 0.03G. We determine the confinement-induced res-
onance at 224.72± 0.05G. The inset shows the measurement
for a three-dimensional Fermi gas. Error bars indicate the
fitting errors in determining the peak of the spectrum.
is the number of atoms transferred into the |−5/2〉 state.
EF =
√
2N~ω⊥ is the Fermi energy of N particles per
spin state in two dimensions with transverse confinement
frequency ω⊥ which has the value EF = h×9 kHz for our
center layer. q˜ is calculated from the density-weighted
average of ~2q2/m = 2[EF − mω⊥(x2 + z2)/2] over the
Thomas-Fermi profile of a single two-dimensional gas.
We average the interaction shift over the 30 layers as-
suming a Thomas-Fermi envelope of the peak densities
along the lattice direction.
We determine the position of the confinement induced
resonance by fitting a linear function to the data, from
the maximum to the minimum measured value, and de-
termine the zero-crossing of this fit (see Figure 3a). We
find a shift of the confinement induced resonance from
the location of the three-dimensional Feshbach resonance,
which is indicated as the data point at zero lattice depth.
The confinement-induced resonance is positioned at neg-
ative values of the three-dimensional scattering length,
as predicted in [3], but in contrast to loss measure-
ments which located it on the repulsive side of the three-
dimensional Feshbach resonance [18]. The contribution
of the initial weakly interacting Fermi gas to the shift of
the rf spectrum is negligible since 1/ ln(kFa2D) ≈ 0.07
for our initial | − 9/2〉/| − 7/2〉 spin mixture.
At the confinement induced resonance, where
ln(kF a2D) = 0, the mean field expansion in powers of
1/ ln(kF a2D) [14] breaks down. The energy per parti-
cle, after subtracting the two-body bound state energy,
approaches a universal value 0.204EF/2 [15]. Experi-
mentally, we find the frequency shift to cross zero at this
point. Note that the gas is very strongly interacting in
this regime. According to the optical theorem, the total
two-body scattering cross section σ = −Im[f(q)]/q = 4/q
attains the maximal possible value dictated by unitarity,
which is essentially the de-Broglie wavelength.
Figure 3b shows the slope of the measured interac-
tion energy vs. magnetic field at the position of the
confinement-induced resonance. These data indicate
that the interaction energy changes much more smoothly
across the confinement-induced resonance as compared to
the three-dimensional case (shown at zero lattice depth).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Location of the confinement-
induced Feshbach resonance vs depth of the optical lattice.
The solid line is the prediction of equation (1) without free
parameters. (b) Slope of the interaction energy at the zero-
crossing of the confinement-induced resonance. The data
points at zero lattice depth in both graphs show the result
for the three-dimensional Feshbach resonance. The value of
224.20 ± 0.03G is in excellent agreement with [22].
The second peak in the rf spectrum (see Fig. 1) corre-
sponds to confinement-induced bound states. Their ex-
istence has been theoretically predicted for an arbitrary
value of the three-dimensional scattering length [3]. If
the frequency of the rf pulse is detuned from the Zeeman
transition frequency by the molecular binding energy EB,
molecules comprising of atoms in the |−9/2〉 and |−5/2〉
states can be associated [30]. We demonstrate this on
the attractive side of the three-dimensional Feshbach res-
onance, on which conventional Feshbach molecules do
not exist. Upon switching off the optical lattice be-
fore the time-of-flight imaging, the confinement-induced
molecules are projected into three-dimensions and thus
dissociated. As a result, they appear as atoms in the
|−5/2〉 state in absorption imaging. In Fig. 4a we display
the measured binding energy as derived from the peak of
the molecular spectrum. We observe that the magni-
tude of the binding energy is larger than the theoretical
prediction of the simple two-atom description (eqn. (2),
dashed line) by 4 kHz (solid line in Fig. 4a).
The observed energy shift can be attributed to
a combination of several effects. One contribution
comes from the energy of the relative motion of the
atoms before the rf association. In previous exper-
iments [17, 22] this excess kinetic energy was sub-
4tracted by determining the minimum energy thresh-
old of the molecular peak. In our spectra the atomic
and the molecular peak are partly overlapping for
small binding energies of confinement-induced molecules
(see Fig. 1) and the extrapolation proves impossi-
ble. For a non-interacting, harmonically trapped two-
dimensional Fermi gas the kinetic energy contribution
amounts to 〈E〉 = EF
(
2/3 + 4pi2(T/TF )
2/9 +O(T 3))
and the density-weighted average over the different two-
dimensional gases results in a shift of 〈E〉 = 7kHz, which
is slightly larger than our observed shift. Another con-
tribution could stem from molecule-molecule and atom-
molecule interaction in the final state, the strength of
which we estimate below 2 kHz [4]. Moreover, the details
of the lineshape, i.e. the relation between the peak in
the spectrum and the binding energy, are determined by
Franck-Condon factors which so far are calculated only
in three dimensions [31]. Residual deviations between ex-
periment and two-body theory could also hint at many-
body pairing effects [15].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) a) Binding energy of confinement-
induced molecules at a lattice depth of 83Erec. The dashed
line is the prediction of equation (2). The solid line is the same
curve offset by 4 kHz to fit the experimental data. b) Binding
energy of the confinement-induced molecules at the location
of the three-dimensional Feshbach resonance at 224.2 G. The
line is a linear fit to the data.
Exactly on the three-dimensional Feshbach resonance,
the binding energy of the confinement-induced dimers is
predicted to take on the universal value of EB = 0.244~ω
[7]. For these confinement-induced molecules the atomic
and the molecular peak are well separated and we have
extrapolated the molecular peak in the spectrum linearly
to zero kinetic energy. In Fig. 4b we show this universal
scaling of the binding energy as a function of the con-
finement frequency ω. We observe a linear dependence
and find the proportionality constant to be 0.31 ± 0.02,
slightly larger than theoretically predicted.
In conclusion, we have investigated a strongly inter-
acting two-dimensional Fermi gas by rf spectroscopy. We
have measured the interaction energy shift of the Fermi
gas which is dominated by a confinement-induced scatter-
ing resonance. Moreover, we have spectroscopically de-
tected two-dimensional confinement-induced molecules.
Future studies of superfluid two-dimensional Fermi gases
could reveal signatures of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition [4, 32] and aid to the understanding
of high-temperature superconductivity.
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